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Here is a quick reference guide to help you link the White Rose Reception Planning with the Number Fun Resources.
This document contains hyperlinks to:
Key Number Fun Song Video – the most appropriate video to help children begin to explore this concept.
Additional Number Fun Links – additional resources to support and extend the learning.
Check out our Guide to using Number Fun Videos and Portal effectively. Many Number Fun videos are accompanied by
Teacher Ideas Packs, designed to provide creative games and activities to support the teaching of each objective.
For information about all the Number Fun Training, Consultancy and Resources visit: www.numberfun.com.

Hyperlinks:
Click the Video Thumbnail
The hyperlink will take you to this song’s
page on the Number Fun Portal
(Note: You will need to log into the Number
Fun Portal to access each song’s resources.)

Number Fun Links - White Rose Planning

Click the Icon Thumbnail to hyperlink to this
resource in the Number Fun online Shop
Click the Concept Teaching Video
Thumbnail to hyperlink directly to the video
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Growing 6, 7, 8
Reception Spring Phase 5

Number Fun Story Videos
The number of jumpers that
Tom is wearing is increasing all
the time (from zero to 10). A
great one to act out. See the
additional video found on the
song resource page of Dave
dressing up as Tom!

Top Number Fun Shop Suggestions

Here’s the Number Fun version
of the classic 10 Green Bottles
song. Papa Titioning has placed
his bottles on the wall, but his
beaver doesn’t do a very good
job of looking after them!

All shop suggestions are downloads
unless highlighted otherwise.

1 to 10 Image Cards

Tens Frame Bus

This set of 1 to 10 Image Cards
provides 12 powerful images to
support children’s understanding of
the numbers from 1 to 10!
Great for matching games. Ideal
for use with the Number of the Day
activity.

Percy the Bus Driver is driving his
double decker! The tens frame
bus comes with zero people on the
bus. Picture cards have children
sitting down or standing up on the
bus, and also standing at the bus
stop. Great for game playing and
reasoning.

The Captain is challenging
children to show him a
representation of the numbers
from 1 to 8. Provide children
with number shapes or another
resource (e.g. fingers) to enable
them to demonstrate their
understanding of each number.

Tens Frame Bus

6, 7 and 8

These videos explore different
images of the numbers 6, 7 and
8 respectively. Watch, reason,
explore and recreate some of
the range of images shown. Talk
about what each image is helping
us understand about each
number.
Take screenshots at different
points of the video to create
activity cards for the children to
recreate and explore.

Number Fun Links - White Rose Planning

Percy the Bus Driver is driving his
double decker! The tens frame
bus comes with zero people on the
bus. Picture cards have children
sitting down or standing up on the
bus, and also standing at the bus
stop. Challenge children to create
pictures with 6, 7 and 8 people in
or next to the bus. What do these
images tell us about 6, 7 and 8?

1 to 10 Image Cards
This set of 1 to 10 Image Cards
provides 12 powerful images to
support children’s understanding of
the numbers from 1 to 10!
Great for matching games.
Use the numbers up to 8. These
are ideal for playing snap and
memory matching games.
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Making Pairs
This set of wellies are splashing
in the rain! The song counts
in 2s as pairs of wellies are
introduced. Pause, reason and
use as appropriate.
Granny’s knickers are being stolen
by a set of cheeky blackbirds! Use
this song to help children reason
about the word ‘pairs’. How is a
pair of wellies different from a pair
of knickers? Go on to explore
how each pair of knickers has two
clothes pegs... they are in pairs.

1 to 10 Image Cards
This set of 1 to 10 Image Cards
provides 12 powerful images to
support children’s understanding of
the numbers from 1 to 10!
The set includes images of the
wellies explored in the Wellies song.

Combining 2 Groups
There are 5 children on the bus
driven by Percy the bus-driving
Parrot! Specifically explore the
combinations seen in the video:
e.g. boys and girls, children
standing up and sitting down
etc.
The children in this video are
combining two sets of bananas.
How many bananas do they
have between them? Set up
your own ‘banana’ problems
within your play.

Tens Frame Bus
Percy the Bus Driver is driving his
double decker! Picture cards have
children sitting down or standing
up on the bus, and also standing at
the bus stop. Great for setting up
combining problems.

Reasoning Posters
4 A3 card posters - ‘Good Morning’,
‘Good Afternoon’, ‘Good Evening’
and ‘Good Night’. In the Good
Afternoon, for example, there are
images that show 4 is 3 + 1, 2 +
2 etc. The Good Evening poster
explores ways of creating 5.

Length and Height
Mouse and Elephant are
comparing themselves with
each other. These comparisons
include height and breadth.
How does the imagery suggest
that Elephant’s body is longer
than Mouse’s?
Check out the gamecards in the
Opposites Teacher Ideas Pack.
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Return to Dave’s special
Obstacle Race Course. This
race course explores a host of
opposites, including wide and
narrow, high and low.
You may wish to think about
the second video linked here in
the context of time. Who is the
fastest to complete the obstacle
course?
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Time
This video helps children learn
the days of the week in order.
In this video Sunday is the
first day of the week. See the
video below for a version with
Monday as the first day.
This video helps children learn
the days of the week in order.
In this video Monday is the
first day of the week. See the
video above for a version with
Sunday as the first day.

Reasoning Posters
4 A3 card posters - ‘Good Morning’,
‘Good Afternoon’, ‘Good Evening’
and ‘Good Night’. 16 A5 reasoning
cards with differences from the
posters, featuring:
1) A ladybird hiding somewhere!
2) A special hidden number – check
out the train trucks!
3) A boy, animals, dice and a clock!
4) Oodles of opportunity for
mathematical reasoning, discussion
and story-telling!

This is the story of my day... ‘At
seven o’clock I rise and shine...’
The video suggests a possible
order of a child’s day. Great for
reasoning and ordering.
Good Morning explores the time
greetings of Good Morning,
Good Afternoon, Good Evening
and Good Night.
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